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There is a need for improving the facilit~es at the point where feed 
is consumed by the animal. There are advantages and disadvantages to a 
system for the self feeding of livestock. The same is true when a timed 
schedule is followed. There is a need to incorporate the advantages of 
both systems in a mechanized feeding installation. 
This investigation was designed to develop a system for allowing the 
animal to determine when feed is needed in the trough. 
The study includes a review of: 
(1) Basic findings and principles irt·farmstead mechanization. 
(2) Applications of electrontc circuits in agriculture and industry. 
(3) The benefits of multiple feeding of livestock. 
(4) Eating patterns of animals. 
HYPOTHESIS 
The animal has all day and all night to consume the necessary ration. 
Man time,not animal time, is valuable. 
Small equipment capable of delivering fresh feed any time will oper-
ate around the clock •. · Small equipment will do the job economically. 
The benefits .of multiple feedings are: 
1. A minimum of equipment will be required per animal. 
1 
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2. The cost of equipment per animal will be reduced. 
3. A reduction in equipment cost per animal will permit more 
animals to be put on feed. 
4. The animal will consume additional feed during a 24-hour 
period for greater gains. 
Improved controls are needed when small equipment operates around 
the clock. 
OBJECTIVES 
The primary objective of this inve,stigation was to develop a control 
circuit that will contribute toward improved livestock feeding in a 
mechanized system through multiple feedings around the clock. It was 
planned to develop a control circuit capable of utilizing a signal from 
the animal when feed was needed in the trough. 
The project was conducted through three phases of investigation 
1. Perform 8iil exploratr;,ry inve:atigation to obtain informa-
' 
tion on types and strength of a signal, the ·animal was 
capable of controlling, initiating or conducting. 
2. Select and test or develop an electronic circuit capable 
of utilizing the signal from an animal. 
3. Analyze the performance of· the system. 
CHAPTER Il 
REVIEW OF LITE.RATURE 
There are numerous methods and procedures used in producing beef. 
Many Oklahoma beef producers operate a cow-calf system. They do not 
finish out the animals for market. Dry lot feeding is necessary to pro-
duce a desirable product for human consumption. Cattle in confinement 
require labor, good feeding procedures, palatable rations and management. 
Today labor is expensive and often not available to the livestock pro-
ducer. Mechanized equipment is needed to improve the feed lot operation., 
The equipment must be adequately managed and efficiently operated. The 
equipment must also serve the requirements of the animals on feed. 
Work on developing better methods for planning the farmstead layout 
and developing greater efficiency in farmstead mechapization was reported 
by McKenzie (1). This work employed the techniques of time and motion 
study as applied to industry. The flow of m~terials on the farmstead 
and methods fo:r selecting equipment and machinery were evaluated. This 
work was based on the philosophy that man ... time be used first to think and 
la'3t for power. A plan f;or coordinating tp.e use of buildings~ equipment, 
and work methods with an operating procedure was developed. 
Rannfelt (2) analyzed the materials handling procedure on 320 live-
stock farms in Michigan. His work indicated the need for efficiency and 
economy in handling the required materials. The magnitude of the problem 
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clearly indicated a definite need for planned systems. 
Agricultural Engineers have responded to this need. However, addi-
tional research and study are needed to make equipment pay a reasonable 
dividend on its investment and to increase the value of human effort. 
Kelly et al (3) brought out the need for analyzing the mechanized 
system. Procedures were developed for studying flow charts, for selecting 
equipment and machinery, f9r evaluating a preliminary design, and final 
selection of equipment. Kelly (3) also considered the design of buildings 
to provide suitable environment for the animals. The coordination of 
equipment and materials utilizing the shortest distance and least expendi-
ture of power and human labor is the basic philosophy under which a 
materials handling system must be planned. 
Definition of Mechanization and Materials Handling 
Hall (4) defined materials handling as labor, methods, equipment, 
and management required to operate the system. Agriculture materials 
handling problems are more complex than materials handling in industry. 
because there are more variables. Man and machine; animal and machine; 
man and animal; animal products and machine; seasons and machine and the 
daily variation in weather and machine plus animal are among the necessary 
factors to consider for improving the mechanized feeding system. 
More and more production per man hour of work or increasing the 
value of human effort is an important function of the system. However 
other functions are of equal or greater importance. A better return on 
the investment and on the cost of operation is another important function 
of the mechanized system. 
4 
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Mechanization is the transformation of energy by machine, at the 
decision of the operator, to do work that might formerly h.ave been done 
by muscle power (Hall (4)). Automation is the application of controls to 
machines so that they can function without human effort. The forward look 
goes one step further and makes an application of electronic equipment 
which is defined here as developing equipment to provide functions and 
control beyond the realm of human ability. 
Automation in Livestock Production 
McDonald (5) states that there are powerful motivations toward in-
creased use of automatic machinery and automatic control techniques. 
Automatic equipment permits operations far more complex than are possible 
through human effort. In feed lot mechanization, this will mean utilizing 
low capacity equipment over twelve or twenty-four hour periods. Controls 
capable of making equipment operate around the clock and without the aid 
5 
./ 
or attention of human hands are needed for complete mechanization. Ordin- i," 
ary machinery reacts in accordance with the laws of mechanics. Automatic 
machinery is expected to perform a given function irrespective of addi-
tional stimuli that it might receive during the operattort. Automatic 
equipment requires a device .to sense the need for a change in d:Lrection 
or rotation. It must also sense the results of its action and use its 
findings to take corrective measures. The completely automated feeding 
systems will require several sensing devices with adequate controls. 
Equipment Economy and Efficiency 
Economy of performance is the aim of operations (Thuesen (6)). This 
V 
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means that the equipment should return a reasonable amount to the investor 
after all costs of operation and of owning the equipment are considered. 
The cost of owning and of operating the equipment must be calculated when 
it is purchased. The method for arriving at a reasonable cost for owner-
ship of the system is a matter of business procedure. It is based on a 
depreciation schedule. The length of service must be estimated at the time 
of purchase. If the actual life of the equipment is longer than its estim-
ated life, the additional production can be put in the profit column. 
Equipment must not be allowed to become outdated nor inadequate before 
sufficient return on the investment is realized. The investment per animal , 
;;i 
can be comparatively low when small equipment operates around the clock. 
Continuous operation also reduces the danger of outdated and inadequate 
equipment. 
Efficiency is a factor that must be considered for all processes, 
operation$ or activities within a system (Winter (7)). Improvement in one 
area will have a definite effect on other areas. This effect can be 
objectionable under some conditions. As an example, if a man watches 
equipment run after punc~ing the starting button, his time is wasted. 
The benefits of reducing labor are not fully utilized unless the efforts 
of man are efficiently used while machine works. 
Winter (7) indicates the need for feed lot equipment with capabil-
ities to operate without the attention of man and at the command of the 
animals. 
Electronic Control of Equipment 
The investigation of one possible signal from the animal was based 
upon the report of Bradley (8). The hand to hand resistance of a human 
body was utilized to control a thyratron vacuum tube. A heavy beam that 
carried a cutting die was controlled by an electronic circuit that was 
triggeI."ed by the th.yratron tube. The heavy beam was instantly stopped if 
and when the operator's hand was in danger. Many people were measured 
for hand to hand body resistance to determine the limits for designing the 
required equipment. Maximum resistance values of all individuals tested 
was 0.65 megohm for light hand pressure on a steel test oar. The same 
electronic circuit instantly terminated the cutting stroke when the cut-
ting die completed the circuit between the beam-striking plate and a 
conductive cutting surface. The precise instant for the stroke termin-
ation was after the cutting edge went through the material bu.t before it 
damaged itself by hitting a termination block. 
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Electronic equipment now finds limited use in agriculture. John Dobie 
et al (9) reported the use of a thyratron in developing a device for remov-
ing tramp iron from hay. The hay is conveyed at a rapid rate through a 
weak magnetic field which detects the metal. This magnetic field is in 
the range of 100 to 150 gauss. The signal was amplified 500 times by a 
conventional volt amplifier. The thyratron in turn actuated a solenoid 
which act1,1ated a device for ejecting the hay that contained the metal. 
Puckett (10) has reported the use of an electronic co~troller for 
an automatic feed grinder. The thyratron detected a change in load through 
detecting a change in the amperage required to drive the feed grinder. 
This control reduced the rate of flow of feed into the grinder. It .is 
possible to control the flow of feed into the grinder and thereby make the 
operation automatic. 
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Putnam and Davis (13) successfully used photo elec~ric cells, sensitive 
to variation in light, in a feeding pattern study of steers in a feed lot. 
The photo electric cells controlled a relay to record the number of times 
that the animals approached the feed trough per day. The operating prin-
ciple of the photo tube is as follows: Certain metals have the ability to 
emit electrons when exposed to light. A cathode of photo electric substance 
is positioned in a tube with an insulated anode. An electronic potential 
is created when light falls on the surface of the cathode. The intensity 
of the light is critical and must be controlled. The photo electric cell 
may not have sufficient capabilities to be used as a sensing element in the 
feed trough. It will be useful to activate monitoring controls within the 
feeding system. 
Touch Control Circuits 
A contribution has been made to the development of t01ch controlled 
circuits by Atkins (11). He reports that a body capacity making contact 
with a sensing element is used to actuate 30 to 40 watt appliances through 
solid-state circuits and switches. Novel and useful devices such as lamps, 
clocks, display systems, safety and alarm units are now ~eing actuated by 
touch controlled circuits. Touch or proximity control of apparatus is 
reliable and the cost is low. In the past, the touch control units have 
been controlled by a radio frequency oscillator detuned or stopped by body 
capacity a1',d associated body resistances shunting the oscillatpr tank, 
) 
resulting in a change of current which operates a relay. Also a thyratron 
is fired by an a.c. signal coupled to one electrode by means of body cap-
aci~y. Both of these methods had serious drawbacks. It was difficult to 
eliminate radio interference. Stray signals affected the operation of the 
circuit~ 
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Semi-conductor devices overcame most of the objections associated with 
tube circuitry. Low standby power, freedom from radio frequency interfer-
ence, compactness, cool operation and long life favor the use of semi-con-
ductors. This system requires the use of self-sustaining oscillators which 
are fed through a suitable touch control network to a semi-con,ductor device. 
A more compact and less expensive system can be provided by using neon lamps, 
They are used in place of the semi-conductors. They require very little 
power and are reliable. The circuit is designed to supply negative going 
pulses when energized from a positive power supply, while the circuit pro-
vides a positive going pulse. The positive going and negative pulses from 
this circuit can be combined so that there is cancellation. The output of 
the system can be balanced to zero or adjustment can be made to achieve a 
residual pulse in either direction. Additional capacity is added when_a 
body touches the sensing element. The positive pulses are increased and 
a relay is activated. 
The average adult has a body capacity with respect to ground which 
usually varies between 50 and 100 pp.f. * This value depends upon the 
amount and location of plumbing, electric wiring or metal furniture in 
the vicinity of the circuit. The body capacity of a child varies from 
25 to 50 ppf. A mouse has a value of about 2 )JJlf with respect to the 
ground. Body capacity values for an animal are not available. The elec-
tronic circuitry in a touch control unit must be capable of utilizing the 
. _b~d:Y .. c.a_p_acity effect over a wide range of values. 
*micro-microfarad 
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This same type of equipment might be utilized in the process of dis-
pensing feed for cattle in the feed lot. The cattle will activate the feed 
dispenser and the flow of feed will be controlled by the animal's need. 
The various segments of industry are utilizing electronic equipment 
and sensing devices to produce better and more uniform products than ever 
before known in history. At the same time, the cost per unit has been 
lowered and the value of human effort has been raised. The application 
I 
of electronic equipment to agriculture can produce similar results. 
Feeding Patterns of Animals 
Several studies have been made to learn more about the habits of 
livestock with emphasis on the consumption of feed. Dwyer' s (12) study 
of cows with calves g;razing in an open pasture indicated that they develop 
definite eating patterns to take advantage of weather conditions and the 
terrain. The animals grazed an average of 7.96 hours during the day with 
a major part of the grazing occurring early in the morning and late in 
the afternoon. The animals desired to graze when the temperature was 
approximately 85 degrees fahrenheit. At warmer temperatures the animals 
showed a tendency to rest and stay near the water. 
Davis and Putnam (13) indicated that animals, confined to a dry feed 
lot, fe.ed from 9 to 14 times per 24 hours~ Approximately three-fourths 
of the total time spent at the feeder occurred between 6:00 A.M. and 
6:00 P.M. This study also indicated that pre-arranged speed and time 
of feeding are not significant. The feed must be available when the 
animal has the desire to eat. 
The actions of steers on experimental feeding programs were sampled 
every 30 minutes for 12 hours per day during a ~-day period. Un~ublished 
data (Pope (14)) gave the following results: 
Ru min-
Ration Idling Eating a ting Other -
A high grain 65.0% * 10.1% 13.9% 10.4% 
B high grain 67.1% 10. 7% 11.2% 10.0% 
C low grain 59.7% 11.8% 15.8% 12.2% 
l) low grain 60.7% 12.6% 14.0% lt.8% 
E low grain .59.2% 14.6% 15.0% io. 7% 
* All percentages are of total time. 
A Study of Multiple Feeding for Livestock 
Mochrie et al (15) reports on the performance of two groups of four 
Holstein steers each in a simple-reversal trial of two 6-week periods. 
The treatments were: feeding the entire daily ration at 7:00 A.M. and 
7:00 P.M. (four times per day feeding). The average daily intake of feed 
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for the once per day feed~rs was 4.0 pounds of grain and 6.3 pounds of hay. 
The average daily gain on the two comparisons was 1.03 pounds (once per 
day) and 1.21 pounds (four times per day). This difference in gain of 
0.18 was highly significant. At the frequencies studied, frequent feeding 
of equal daily intakes appeared to increase feed utilization for growth. 
MohrlD.an et al (16) conducted ·.·two trials as follows. Trial 1 - Nine 
Hereford cattle were hand fed two times daily and eight cattle were fed 
automatically by machine six times daily at 4-hour intervals. The cattle 
received only the amount of feed that they would clean up in a reasonable 
time after each feeding. The cattle fed six ti.mes daily consumed 17% 
more feed per head daily and were slightly more efficient in feed conver-
sion than those fed two times daily. They also gained faster than the 
12 
cattle fed twice per day. 
Trial 2 - Three lots of ten yearling steers each were group fed accord-
ing to three plans as follows: Lot A was fed six times daily, Lot B was 
fed two times daily, and Lot C was self-fed. After 84 days of a 104-day 
trial the results were: 
Lot A Lot B 
Daily gain 1.95 lb. 1. 75 lb. 
Daily feed consumption 19.5 lb. 18.6 lb. 
Feed required per pound 
of gain 10.0 lb. 10.6 lb. 
The ration for all three groups was 64% ground corn, 25% 
ground cobs, 10% soybean meal and 1% alfalfa meal. 
Lot C 
1. 99 lb. 
21.1 lb. 
10.7 lb. 
It is possible that the self-fed animals wasted fee<t to require 10, 7 pounds 
of feed per pound of gain. The animals fed six times per day significantly 
out performed the other two groups in gain per pound of feed. 
Twenty-two Cheviot ewes were paired and divided into two equal groups 
which were comparable in age, body-weight and previous history, (Gordon 
and Tribe (17)). The sheep were penned singly. The same quantity of feed 
w~s given to each animal throughout the 18-week experiment. During the 
first part of the experiment, which lasted for nine weeks, group "A" was 
fed eight times daily at approximately hourly intervals between the hours 
of 9:30 A.M. and 5:15 P.M. Gr_oup "B" received its daily ration once per 
day at 9:15 A.M. The treatments were reversed for the second 9-week period. 
The sheep on multiple feedings showed greater gains with an increase in 
feed efficiency than the sheep given the same quantity artd quality of 
ration in one feeding per day. 
A statistical analysis has shown that these differences are highly 
significant. The possible reasons for these differences are discussed 
by Gordon (17) as follows: 
1. "It may be that when a ration is divided into several small 
feeds spread over a long period of time the total surface area 
open to attack by micro-organisms in the rumen might be larger 
and/or available for a longer time per unit of microbial acti,v-
ity than when the same quantity and quality of food is given 
as one meal. In this way a more efficient coefficient of digest-
ibility might be obtained." 
2. "Since food material passes into the abomasum from the reticulum 
at a constant and not too rapid rate throughout the day, and 
since during a meal the heavier and more finely divided portion 
of the ration rapidly reaches the reticulum, then under a system 
of small feeds this portion will pass on and into the abomasum 
in a short period of time. Therefore the loss of energy due to 
a fermentation process will be minimized. If a large amount of 
food is ingested at one time it probably remai,ns longer in the 
rumino-reticular cavity, and this disproportionately greater 
delay will result in large energy losses." 
3. "A completely different aspect is suggested by the third possi-
bility. The even supply of substrate and the supposedly even 
production of metabolites that may occur under the frequent 
feed system may (a) give rise to an alimentary environment 
better suited to the growth and metabolism of micro-organisms, 
and (b) it may enable the animal to utilize the metabolites 
more efficiently than under the single feed system where there 
may be a more rapid :f:looding of the tissues than is compatible 
with an optimal rate of utilization." 
4. 0 It is possible that the length of time spent ruminating by 
the animal under the two systems of management may be differ-
ent and might, by the consequent differences in mechanical 
action upon the food, result in differences in digestibility. 
Continuous observations were made on the ruminating belu;lviour 
of four sheep, two from each group, over a 72 hour period. The 
total time spent ruminating by the two frequently fed sheep was 
2534 minutes whereas the two single fed sheep spent 3483 minutes 
ruminating. Further work is continuing along these lines." 
Gordon (17) explains further that additional studies are needed in 
this area. The basic information signifies that an increased live weight 
gain and an i,ncreased efficiency of feed utilization are obtained when 
sheep are fed a small portion of their daily ration numerous times per 
day. 
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Surmnary of Pertinent Information 
The work of Putnam and Davis (13) indicated that animals on free 
choice of feed around the clock used from 7 to 12 feeding periods per ;,./ 
day. The assumption here was that frequent feedings prevent hunger 
stress and rapid rates of eating. The animal spends only a few moments 
per feeding at the trough when it has free choice of feed; therefore, 
the length of feed trough per animal can be shortened. The precise 
length of trough per animal must be determined by research. 
The search of litera·ture clearly indicates that when animals eat 
once or twice per day, less feed is consumed per animal and the feed 
conversion ratio is not as desirable as animals on multiple feedings 
per day. 
A surmnary of information from Mochrie et al (15), Thomas and Mochrie 
(18), Mohrman et al (16) and Pope's (14) experience indicated the follow-
ing hypothesis. It is possible that if an ani~al will consume one addi~ 
tional pound.of feed above maximum present consumption, a twenty percent 
increase in gain of weight can be expected. 
Feed consumed by the animal is utilized as follows: (Animals on 
full feed) 
41% - heat and body functions 
(to maintain weight) 
11% - lost through the urine 
30% - lost in undigestible residue 
18% - gain in body weight 
Most of the extra one pound of feed consumed per animal is utilized 
in gaining weight. 
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Factors involved in inc~easing the feed conversion ratio are as 
follows: Hughes et al (19) 
(1) The com:ponents of the ra·tion. 
(2) Inherited ability of animal to gain weight. 
(3) Physical condition of the feed. 
"The true value of feed is a measure of what it accomplishes 
and not a measure of what. it c1;>ntains". Tillman (20). 
Then these factors are important too: 
(1) Environmental temperature and c_onditions. 
(2) Rate at which feed is consumed. 
(3) The amount of feed consumed per animal per day. 
Future Devel.opment 
The search of literature on feeding livestock revealed that research 
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workers agree upon the beneficial effect of multiple feeding periods for t/' 
animals. in the feed lot. Multiple feedings per day provide for better 
feed conversion ratios and often greater feed consumption per animal. 
Research indicates that greater daily feed intake provides a greater mar-
gin of nutrients above the maintenance requirements of the animal. This 
·! ', 
margin of nutrients is available for additional production. A better '"··,1 
~ 
method needs to be developed for making the ration available around the ( 
( 
clock. Equipment can be developed to serve the needs of livestock for j 
multiple feedings. 
CHAPTER III 
INVESTIGATION OF SIGNAL SOURCES AND REQUIRED CIRCUITS 
This part of the project was designed as an exploratory study. Its 
purpose was to determine the type of signal and the control system capable 
of detecting the need for fresh ration to flow into the feed trough. 
Types of Systems Considered for This Study 
A system of pressure switches could be developed t-o signal a con-
troller when the animals emptied the trough. The system would be based 
upon a variation in weight of the trough. Mechanical difficulties would 
develop if moisture condensed and froze on the pressure points. The accumu-
lation of dust and rough treatment from the animals would also be a source 
of failure. The pressure switch system was not studied for these reasons. 
The photo electric cell was considered because of Putnam's (13) work. 
Photo electric cells were successfully used to signal instrumentation for 
recording the number of times animals approached a feed trough. 
A light sensitive cell could be placed in the bottom of the trough. 
It would signal a controller for a feed dispenser when the animal removed 
the feed from its surface. The photo electric cell was not selected for 
this study because (1) the animal would become a mechanical device to make 
and break the light beam. It might learn to operate the system when feed 
was not needed in the trough. (2) The light sensitive cell will require 
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a certain level of intensity. Variations due to dust and moisture could 
cause interruptions in the performance of the equipment. 
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The exploratory area selected for investigation was the application 
of an electronic controller capable of utilizing a signal to be originated, 
controlled or directed by the animal. The methods selected for study were: 
(1) A low voltage circuit utilizing mouth to neck resistance 
in the animal to control a thyratron vacuum tube in an 
electronic circuit was considered. This method was 
based upon the report by Bradley (8) on how hand to 
hand human body resistance was used to trigger a switch 
through a thyratron to control a cutting machine. 
(2) The capacitive effect of the animal's body for controll-
ing an electronic circuit. This idea was based upon 
Atkin's (11) report. The method is connnonly known as 
"a touch control circuit". 
An exploratory study was made first on the low voltage circuit designed 
to utilize the mouth to neck resistance of the animal. 
Experimental Equipment 
The experimental equipment consisted of: 
1. The experimental feeder with adjustable trough. Figures 
1 to 3. 
2. Instrumentation and equipment to be discussed later in 
this section. Figure 4. 
3. Feeder animals ranging in size from 300 lbs. to 900 lbs. 
A total of 15 Herefords and Black Angus steers and heifers 
were made available by the Oklahoma State University 
Animal Science Department for all experiments in this 
investigation. 
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The investigation was made in the Animal Science Department feeder barn. It 
is a long structure with gable roof and opened to the south. Rain did not 
reach the feeder during the study; however, moist air and wind were often 
present. 
Feed Trough and Circuits 
The adjustable feature in the feed trough was necessary to accommodate 
the various sizes in animals. The feed was measured in inches from a 
leveled surface to the bottom of the trough. Later in the stud)' fe~d was 
measured in grams. Approximately 240 grams of feed was ph:c:ed in :each com-
pa~tment. The analysis of performance was based upon the amourt: of feed 
in grams remaining in the trough. 
The electric· circuit from trough to recording and· amplifying equip-
ment was alternately A.W.G.#12 T.W.* and A.W.G.#18 T.W. wire. TJ;i.e i;;ensing 
conductQr in the trough was made by removing the insulation from a portion 
of the wire and attaching it to the bottom of the troqgh. The. leJtgth of 
the sensing conductor varied as indicated throughout the record· of the in-
vestigation. The performance of the sensing station was studied at various 
locations in the trough (Figure 2). The bottc;,m of the trough was adjusted 
to four inches. 
* A.W.G. - American wire gauge 







r- ------·------ C 
A adjustable from 
B adjustable from 
C adjustable from 




3 ' 0" 
to recording 
instrument 
Figure 2. Feed trough - wired for exploratory test. 
Figure 3. Feed and animal - closed circuit. 
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Explanation of Instruments and Equipment 
The instruments and equipment required to study the_pe:r;formance qf the 
mouth to neck resistance signal were asirembled in the Electronics Laboratory 
of the Oklahoma State University under tJle supervision of Professor R. L• 
Heiserman, Head, Elec:tronics Technology Department, Technical Institute. 
See Figure 4. The closed circuit is illustrated in Figure 5. 
l. Resistance decade bQx: R.esistance increases from zero 
to one megohm ty a factor of 10 for each control. 
2. Power pack or battery eliminator: Supplied d.c. volt-
age for the circuit. The circuit was tested from six 
through twelve volts. 
3. Recording instrument by Brush Instruments, Model Mark Il. 
The recorder was equipped with an oscillograph and an 
amplifier. Chart speeds range frQm 1 to 125 mm. per 
second. A 10 millivolt input signal produced a pen 
deflection of: one chart line:. It has an amplitude and 
frequency range fr~ zero to 100 cycles per second. 
Whe,i the sensitivity contfol is in the first or XI posi-
tton, the recorded signal is equal to the product of 
pen deflection in chart lines times volts per chart 
line. 
4. Substitution box - variable in standard values of capae-
.. 
itance. The box contained various sized capacitors with 
a rotating switch to give a variation in capacitive 
value_s. The variable resistor and capacitor together 
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variable capacit i ve 
voltage. varia tion 
r ecorded here 
Figure 5. Closed circuit showing relationship 
of equipment. 
act as an R.C.* integrator. The pen on the recorder 
cannot·. react to the extremely hi~h frequency of the 
signal. The R.C. integrator reduced the frequ~ncy of 
the aignal to less than 100 cycles per second, or within 
the range of the recording instrument. 
5. Circuit to trough eondu~tor. 
6. Circuit to neck conductor. 
Explanation of Symbols 
An e~planation of symbols from Figure 5 is as follows: 
E - Power supply - converts a.c. power to d.c. 
El - Drop in potential fr<1n trough conductor through animal and feed 
to neck conductor. 
E~ Drop in potential across resistor. 
Ee - Drop in potential across capacitor. 
The sum of the voltage potential in this closed circuit must equal zero. 
* 
E - (E1 +Er+ Ee) = 0 
Factors Affecting the Flow of Current 
Factors affecting the flow of current in this circuit were: 
I. Rest.stance of the hair and impurities on the animal's 
neck. Figure 3. 
2. Variatioll in preasure between the animal's neck and 
the neck conductor. Figure 3. 
3. Resistance in the feed. Figure 2. 
R.C. - Re~istor e,paeitor. 
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4. Vari~tion in resistance between the mouth and the trough 
conductor. 
Testing of Closed Circuit 
Exploratory researc.h was requ~red to establish the characteristics of 
the mouth. to neck r~sistance signal. There was no way to get a verbal 
response from the animals. The known values far the hand to hand resist-
ance in a human would not apply to the animals. The basic objective was 
to isolate a signal that_could be controlled by the animal. 
The closed circuit was assembled as follows: 




fe.ed ii high.er 
than resistance 
in animal · 
11 





o to_Lo pf 
The voltage variation at the capacitor in the circuit was recorded because 
the extremely high frequency of the signal was controlled at this point. 
The resistance in the circuit was varied as needed to keep the m rking pen 
on the chart. 
Six Hereford steers weighing about 500 lbs. each were used for these 
tests. They were fed as individuals and in groups of two, four and six. 
A number 12 solid copper conductor was installed the entire length of the 
12 ft. trough. The neck conductor was adjusted to make contact with the 
back of the animal's neck. Figure 3. Each compartment in the trough 
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held sufficient ration per feeding to satisfy the animal's appetite. The 
animals were allowed tD eat long enough to get readings on the chart for 
each trial; tllen they were driven away from the feed. The feed was leveled 
to three inches and the animals returned to the trough. The feed was 
leveled the third time at one or two inches above the bottom of the trough. 
Several recordings were made on each animal during each feeding. A total 
of 140 tests were made of animals eating under varying conditioTI.s. Variables 
evaluated were (1) number of anilllqls eating simultaneously, (2) depth of 
feed, (3) impressed voltage on closed circuit, (4) size and shape of trough, 
and (5) eating habits of animals. 
These preliminary trials were made with the trough adj1Jsted toa 
bottom width of 4 inches. The variable resistor and capacitor were set at 
400,000 ohms and .03 microfarads respectively. The recording instrument 
was set at .1 volt per chart line with a speed of 5 mm. per second. The 
reproduction of the chart line, Figures 7 through 9, is a record of the 
changing voltage at the capacitor in the closed circuit. The voltage in-
creased as the amount of feed in the trough decreased. The recorded voltage 
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also varied as the animal's head moved in the trough during the eating 
process. 
The voltage varied from zero when the animal's head was out of trough, 
to maximum voltage when the animal made c.onta.ct with the trough conductor 
in the bottom of the trough. The circuit was completed between the 
animal's tongue in the trough and the back of its neck at the neck con-
ductor, Figures 2 and 3. A definite change in voltage was de.Sired bacause 
the response of electronic equipment will be based upon a change in the 
signal. 
Val.ues for Various Stations in the Closed Circuit 
There was a voltage drop at each junction: in the circuit. Tue voltage 
was recorded at the capacitor. The benefit of the RC integrator was real-
ized at this point. The potential in voltage is recorded in the. chart 
below. See Figure 5 for the location of various staticms. The computa-: 
tions are based upon Ohm's Law I= E/R. 
TABLE I 
CALCULATIONS FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT 
Am.ount of Resistance from 
. \Tolts Feed in Trough Conductor 
E E1 Er Ee Trough to Neck Conductor 
6 2.868 .232 2.9 0 inches 4.96 meg ohm 
6 3.732 .168 2.1 5 inches 8.86 meg ohm 
9 4.788 .312 3.9 0 inches 8.26 meg ohm 
9 6.526 .184 2.3 5 inches 14.26 meg ohm 
12 7.918 .302 3.8 0 inches 10~48 meg ohm 
12 8.978 .224 2.8 5 inches 16.08 meg ohm 
ONE. ANIBAL EATING 
. ···;, 
· , Animal started eating . ·-.~ 
· 1r 2.1 volts 
5" feed 
2.3 volts 
Animal out to level 




Animal out to level 
feed 




(no s ignir icant 
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Animal started eating 
1. 9 volts 
· 5 inches feed 
2.4 volts increase 
'4 inches feed· 
3 inches feed 
4 animals eating 
2.8 volt change 
When four animals eat, 
pen deflection is more 
rapid resulting in a 
smoother signal. 
2 inches feed 
2. 78 volts 
2.8 volts 
1 inch feed 
2. 8 volts 
Empty feed trough 
Figure 7. Voltage variation produced in test circuit 
by eating activities of the animal - six 
volts impressed in circuit. 
SIX ANIMALS EATJ;NG 





Animals out to level 
and reduce feed to 3" 
of feed 
The signal indication 
on the chart was less 
jagged than with one or 
·+· ,... two animals because of 
··· ....• I·. f:: distribution of animal 
ii. eating time. Two to 
four animals eating at 
all times. 
3.7 volts 
3. 8 volts 
Animal lifted head 
Animals out of trough 
Leveled tQ II' of feed 
3.8 volts 
Empty tr:ougq. 
._j..+-r,...,~;,i 1 3. 9 VO l t S 
10-23-63 
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ONE ANIMAL EATING 
Animals started eating 
1.8 volts 
.5" feed 




Animals out to level feed 
to 3". 
Animal's head out temp-
orarily. 
2.7 volt;s 
Leveled to l" of feed 
2. 7 volts 
Empty trough 
3.0 volts 
10 .. 24-63 
Figure a. Voltage variation produced in test circuit 
by eating activities of the animal - nine 
volts impressed in circuit. 
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ONE AN:rMAL Ji;ATING 
Animals started eating. 
2.8 volts 
5 11 · feed 
2. 78 volts 
Animal removed head 
from trough. 
Animal removed head 
from trough. 
2. 5 volts 
Leveled to 3" feed 
animal out 
2 animals eating. 
2" feed 
3 animals eating 
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Animal started eating. 
2.7 volts 
5" feed 
Animal took bite or two 
and lifted head. 
3.5 volts 
4" feed 
I Animal out to level and 
, I adjust feed to 2". 
I 
2 animals eating 
211 feed 
3. 7 volts 
Both animals backed away 
from trough then returned 
for another bite of feed. 
Animals out to level feed . 
l" feed, 3,76 volts 
Figure 9. Voltage variation produced in test circuit 
by eating activities of the animal - twelve 
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5 4 3 2. . 0 
· DEPTH OF FEED IN TROUGH - INCHES 
Figure 10.. The volt~ije r~sponf3.e in tbe. r-~cording !n,st:rument. 
Test Circuit Operated at Zero Voltage 
At zero impressed voltage in the closed circuit Figures fi. and 5, a 
definite change in voltage or change in characteristic of the signal was 
detected when an animal touched the trough conductor with its tongue. Tne 
.... 
neck conductor--was no longer needed because there was no flow of current. 
There was no longer a need for a closed circuit. The power source was re-
moved and the trough conduct9r became a sensing conductor. The amplifier 
in the recording instrument was detecting a signal from the aniDJal's body. 
The instrumentation in the.detecting circuit was: 
1. Resistance decade box. Figure 6. 
2. Recording instrument. Figure 6 •. 




Oto l me~ohm 
recorder 
capacitor 
o to 1.0pf 
Figu:r:.e. IL InstrumetLtati,..Qn for circuit ope.rated 
at zer.o voltage. 
The bottom of the trough was adjusted to two inches in width because ' . . 
the first trials indicated that this adjustment gave better performance 
than the 4-inch width. Six inches of eating space weI;"e allowed per animal 
(Figure 3)~ The smaller eating compartment required less feed. It was 
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no longer leveled at specified depths. An A.W.G. #18 solid copper conductor 
was alternately used with an A.W.G. #12 solid copper conductor as a sensing 
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TWO ANIMALS AT THE TROUGH 
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11-29-63, 6:30 A.M. 
Temperature 2ao F • 
R.H. Dry 
3 11 feed in trough 
Sensing conductor six 
inches of #18 solid 
conductor 
·1 .. 1 78 seconds to first 
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Animals started with 4" 
feed 
Sensing conductor six 
inches of #12 solid con-
ductor 
Weak signal at 50 seconds 
after start. 
Signal through l" feed 
Poor impulse 
Signal is not weak because 
recording instrument is 
set on .s volt/chart line. 
Figure 12. Chart record when circuit was operated 
at zero voltage. 
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TWO ANIMALS AT THE TROUGH 
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Temperature 62° F. 
R.H. 62% 
Two animals started 
eating with 3° feed in 
trough. 
Sensing conductor 3'' 
of #18 solid conductor 
Trough 2" wide at 
bottom 





·i Equipment should be 
j 
! adjusted to ignore the 
· :) ! f~rst signals .. 
i 
, .. , 
Animal would impulS.e 
relay severai times 
here. 
Trough almost empty. 
Animal is striking ele-
ment with tongue. A 
good signal. 












signal from animal at 
3" of feed. 
Animals starte<J eating 
with 4" of feed in 
trough • 
Sensing conductor 3" 
.. : of #12 solid conductor ........ : 
.... ! 
.5 volt per chart line 
Trough 2" wide at 
bottom 
4" feed in trough at 
start 
The recording instrument 
picked up signal before 
animal made contact with 
sensing conductor. 
First impulse came in at 
20 seconds after animal 
started eating. 
A relay nor a thyratron 
would respond properly 
to this ·signal. 
Empty trough 
.5 volt/chart line 
Figure U. Chart record when the circuit was 
operated at zero volt.i.ge - 2nd trial. 
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conductor. Ea.ch sensing station was made by removing the insulation from 
the POFtio.n _Q-f. tb.e .e]..e_ctrical wir.e. which was under -each f.eed compartment. 
This electrieal conductor was 30 inches long bll.t only 6 or 12 inches of it 
was e:x:pos.ed. S.ee chart notation on the folT.owing pag~s for iti:; length, 
Only 3 iri.che.s of feed was pl.aced in eaeb. compartment .at the beginning o! 
e.ach trial. 
The two 550 lb. Black Angus: steers were used for the$e tests. Ba.th 
animals ate simultanei,usly. The resistance and capacitance were set at 
5:54., 555 obms and .• .53 )lf r~s;pe-ctiv,ely. The chart speed was. 5 mm. per s~cond. 
See. Figures 12 and 13 fot' performance of this s.ensing circuit. 
Nature of Signals 
A further search of info,:mat.io.n revealed that there was. a 60 cycle per 
second e:leetrODU1.gnetic field radiating from tb,e central sUltion alternat-
ing curr~nt that travels en the el¢ctric p.o~r lin~s. A definit.e s.igm:il 
could be detected from this field. The change in signal, Fi~r.e.s. 12 and 
13, could have been due to the animal's body acting as an .anumna to 
C_t'>,lleet the signal from the atmosphere· or it w~ coming in on the record .... 
ing instrument. HawEJ:v~r. the a,nf.mal was. de.finitely controlling the s:i,.gnal 
w)len it touched the el~ctrical conductor in_ the feed trrQugb.. 
''The ~verage adult has a body capacity with respec-t to ground .w.Jti.ch 
usually varies bet~n 50! and 100 Jlf," Atkins (11). It is. assumed that 
the avEllr.age animal also b.lla a body capacity with respect to ground of l'ro,.. 
portbnate magnitude. It was impQSsible to det~rmin.e the eff.e-ct of th.is 
bo.dy capacity te ground in the sign.al as n.oted in Figures 16 and 17. 
This study indicates that a usable s.ignal ean be controlled by the 
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animal. It is electronic in nature. Therefore, an electronic d.rcuit will 
be required to utilize the signal. 
The animals were no longer available. 'l'be test equipment was returned 
to the laboratory. 
CHAPT~R IV 
DEV~LO~ OF E~TRONIC CIRCUIT 
This part .Qf tb.e expe.riment was designed. to ~vale~ -equipment capable 
of utilizing the .. signal as n.oted in the previous chapter and t~ tes.t the 
reliability of the. cir~uit. The size_ of the trough -aRd the location and 
size af the aensing conductor were continuously studied throughout the 
expe.riment. Five -electronic circuits were. tesU3d .at the feed trough.. 
Data were taken pn the last tht.e,e eircait.s <;1,s listed below: 
Circuit "A" - Touch control. or ose1llating. Figure 14. 
The following circuits were d~s.igned and bu.Ht in the-ele.ctr.onics lab-
:0ratory at Oklahoma State_ Un!ve:tsity by Martin Block un~r the supervision 
of Prof,essor H. la •. Heis.e.rmann, . Head of the _.Electronics Technology Depart:ment 
of the Teehnieal Institute. -· . . . .. . .. 
Circuit 0 B'' - First test circuit. Fig~re 16. 
Circuit 11C'' - Fir.st operat~ng circuit. Figure 17. 
Circuit "D" - Circuit "C" plu.s .a ~25 )lf capa~~tor. 
Circuit fVEvt - Circuit 191)" plus .a variable. r-esistor on control 
circuit. Figure _ 18. 
Circuit "A" 
Atkins (11) originallf re.ported 9n an -oscillating; circuit. It is ala.o 





discussed in this report, was purchased. The touch control "Tl" in the cir-
cuit, Figure 14, was connected to the sensing conductor in the feed trough, 
Figure 2. Pulse energy, originating with the neon o~cillator, was fed to 
the animal's body when it contacted the sensing station. In this manner 
the control relay in the circuit was activated. The control relay activ-
ated a 150 watt light bulb for these trials. 
After each impulse· the circuit remained in the ''on" position until the 
operator furnished the "off" touch. The circuit could have been rebuilt to 
reactivate it1:1elf in the "on" position. The results of these trials appeared 
to be too erratic for continuous use of a touch control circuit. No further 
work was done with this circuit. 
Test Equipment 
The test equipment for circuits "B", "C'', "D", and nE'' consisted of 
the f oUow:ing-: 
1. Amplifier or. electronic ciJ;'cuit and step relay. See 
Figure rs. Tlte amplifier was connected to the step 
relay through a plate relay. The step r~lay required 
12 volts d.c. Each impul1:1e advanced the relay counter 
1 step. The stations were labeled in increments of 
two from zero through 24. 
2. Variable d.e. power pack or batt~ry eliminator for the 
amplifier. The voltage to the plate on the pentode 
tubes and to the plate relay was varied from 100 to 
150 volts in increments of 5 vol ts. Various circuits 


















3. Battery eliminator for the 12 volt d~c. step relay. 
See Figure 1.5 for equipment in the circuit. 
4. Isolation transformer. The isolation transformer was 
placed in the circuit to prevent the possibility of a 
ground loop existing through the power supply. It 
could produce premature triggering in the circuit before 
the animal touched the sensing conductor. 
5. Feed trough. Individual trough sections were constructed. 
A sensing conductor was placed in each trough section. 
Each section was individually connected to the amplifier. 
'.!;'he bottom of tile trough was varied from 5/8 to 2-1/2 
inches in width. Figure 2. 
6~ Sensing conductor. An A.W.G. #18 solid conductor copper 
wire was located in the bottom of the trough at 3 loca-
tions. It was varied in length from 5/8 to 2-1/2 inches. 
Preliminary Testing of Circuit 
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The circuit or amplifier was developed and tested in the electronics 
laboratory in the Technical Institute. A preliminary test run was needed 
tomake the required adjustments for reliable performance of the circuit in 
the fe.ed trough. Circuit "B", Figure 16, was connected to the test equip-
ment, Figure 15, at the feeder. Two Black Angus steers weighing about 500 
lbs. each were used for these tests. The bottom of the trough was adjusted 
to 2.5 inches in width. The 2 inch sensing conductor was a #18 bare solid 
wire. It was installed in the bottom of two compartments in the feed 
trough. At the beginning of each trial 2.3 lbs. of feed were placed in 
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Figure 15. Test equipment for electronic circuit. 
1. Step relay - 12 volts. 
2. Amplifier or electronic circuit. 
3. Variable power pack - 100 to 130 volts d.c. 
4. Battery eliminator for step relay - 12 volts d.c. 
5. Connection for sensing station in feed trough. 
6. Isolation transformer - not pictured. 
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the trough. The amount of feed,. ·measured in grams, that remained after the 
scheduled number of impulses on the step relay was recorded. 
The voltage impressed upon the plate in the pentode tube varied from 
100 to 130 volts. 
The performance of this amplifier was too erratic and the readings 
were not recorded. AdjQstments were made in the grid leak and bias resistors 
to develop Circuit 11C", Figure 17. 
Circuit "C" 
This circuit was tested with the same animals, trough, and electrical 
connections ~s for Circuit "B". It utilized the 60 cycle.: signal from· 
the electrical power lines. The signal was picked up by the animal• s body, 
acting as an antenna, and amplified by the pentode tubes. The animals were 
activating the step relay through the electronic circuit. 
Apparently the capacity to gi:ound effect inherent in the animals 
affected the operating pQint of the circuit~ After several trials, it was 
discovered that the hum signal was aho being introduced into the system by 
the feed trough. Thts circuit was also too erratic for continuoqs operation. 
Two changes were necessary to develop a satisfactory operating ampli-
fier labeled as Circuit· "D''. 
1. A .4 µf capacitor shunting the plate relay circuit was 
installed at "b", Figure 17. 
2. Insulating plastic was installed across the bottom and 
on the sides of the trough .for the p~rpose o.f isolating . . 
the sensing stations. It irevented the feed trough from 



































100 to 130 volts d •. c. 















100 to 130 
volts d.c. 
Identification c,f electrical contacts in pentode tube. 
1. Control grid (input from animal). 
2. Cathode. 
3. & 4. Filainents (heaters). 
5. Scre·en grid. 
6. Plate .• 
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Circuit "D" waE! developed by shunting the plate relay circuit ,with a .4 .uf 
capacit·or in Circuit "C". The value of the grid resistor for the input 
circuit to the contt':ol. grid ln the first. pentode tube was reduced t.o 2.2 
megohms. Circuit "D" is not pictured. 





The. final amplifier to be de'lfeloped and teste.d wa,s Circuit "E9'. A 
variable resistor re,placed the. 2.2 megohm grid leak re.sister on the con~ 
t:tol grid that detected the signal from the a.nimal. See. Figure 18. 
Operation of Electron.it Circuit "Ell 
The animal, acting as an antE:lnna in the electromagne.tic field, 
induced a voltag.e pulse on t.he control grid in the first pentode tube 
~ali!h time its tongue made adeq.ua.te contact with the s®nsing condiiHet:or 
il'!. the bottom of the trough, Figure 16. !'hie rissull.ting signal was ai.:mpli-
fied and pulsating d!c. signal was sent to Uie sec.ond pentode. t,ubeli. 'I'he 
circuH. normally pass.ed suffici~nt d .• c. curr:ent through the pbtei n1ls.y 
eti:tl to hold the rrdaf point open. A teist: o.f the circl/.llit indi.catred th.ei.t 
1.24 microamperes of current were requi.r~d to activ.ate the plate relay. 
The .signal from the animal eaused the ~u:r.rrent flow a.nd ·~he voltage to 
.rise above that requfred to activate the plate relay, See Figure 19. 
When the animal diseng.a.ged its tongue from the sensing conductor., a 
sudden voltage drop '(;)Cturred in the plate relay circuit. The tendency 
of capacito.r ''b'2, Figure 17, to recharge after this sudden volt~ge drop . .. ' . . ., . 
caused the current in. the relay coil to drop momentarily below its drop 
£>,Ut value. A test o.f the circuit indicated that the plate relay dt'.'°ppe:d 
ont at • 195 microam.pere. Instantaneously t.h® points on the plat® re1lay 
closed mom~ntarily whieh; pas.a.ad the ~lect.rlca.l energy in.. another ~ir<c:uit 


































no and 120 
vo.lts d.c. 
-=;:--· 
• 05 ).lf 
750K 
"=:F 
to step relay 
~r,----------
-F:. ; 1 i l.:2 volts d • 
11 ·-·. · step relay 
• 25 )lf 
., .. ,,p~ate -T· / .. ~ ... ·.· . 
relay ~ 
B+ 
110 and 120 
volts d.c. 
Sensing conductor in the feed trough. 
First pentode tube detected the hum signal·that was picked up by the animal 
acting .as an antenna. 
The second pentode tube further refines and amplifies the signal. 
The plate relay was activated by the signal from the second pentode tube. 
The step relay was. impulsed when the animal released its tongue from the 
sensing conductor in the feed trough. 
t: 
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If the. current r.eceived a spuri-ous signal from additional s.ources, 
the drop in curre.nt flow or '1oltage drop caused by the licking action Qf 
the an.imal might not have created sufficient '(oltage drop to let the 
relay coil points close. The. plate r.elay became inactive and would not 
impulse the step t"elB:Y. 
The trough a~ti the. st,ructure t.hat hel.d the t.rough w~re capable of 
a,cting as -an antenna to collect the. signal. 'l'b.erafore, the sens.ing 
stations had to be !so.lated from the feed trough. 
VQltage level when hum signal 
from tl;i.e. animal a.:t,ivated circuit 
Volta e level to 
plate, coil for holding 
telay points open 
12 yolt circ;i:uit 
Plate relay c.irc.uit energizt:itd 






to .ste.p re lay 
2 '"lay aD<"DIB.llY 
Figu~-e 19. Operating prb1,ciple of the eircuit. 
New Design of. Feed Trough 
Apparently the desi·gn of the feed t:t"ough and the size of the sensing 
conductor were important for the su·c:ces.sf.ul operation of this system. The 
strongest and most reliable signal came through when the animal's tongue 
made contact with the sensing conductor in the bottom -of the trough. If 
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the animal used its tongue too mu-ch, an e:x.c-essive amount of saliva was left 
in the trough. The saliva was objectionable because it made the feed unpal-
atable and it altered the operation of the electronic circuit~ The trough 
design, size and location of the sensing conductor were studied as the experi-
ment; progressed. 
Other Variables to be Studied 
1. Voltage impres:sed upon .the pentode tube plate. 
2. The size of the animals. 
3. The number of impulses on the step relay that should be 
required before fresh feed falls into the trough. 
Other important variables are: 
1. Relative humidity in the air. 
2. Moisture in the feed. 
3. Physical shape and content of the feed. 
4. Strength of the. signal from.J:h13 el~c.tromagnetic field. 
New Scheduled Trials 
On February 15, 1964, the feeder was started with Circuit ''D" (Figure 
11). Four Black Angus heifers and two Hereford steers were made available 
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by the Animal Science Oepartment. They were identified as follows: 
A1 Black Angus 325 pounds heifer 
A2 Black Angus 345 pounds heifer 
A3 Black Angus 345 pounds heifer 
A4 Black Angus 360 pounds heifer 
A5 Hereford 425 pounds steer 
A6 Hereford 425 pounds steer 
The animals were fed twice per day for five days to adjust the equipment 
and to get the animals eating_ properly before a record was taken. Six com-
partments were made in the trough. The first four were 5 inches long to 
accQl1llllodate the heifers. The last two were 6 inches long for the steers. 
See Figure 2. The proGedure for taking samples of feed was the same as in 
the prel.iminary trials. The bottom of the trough was adjusted to two inches 
· in width. The sensing conductor was two inches long. 
A series of tests were made to determine the variation in the perform-
ance of each section of the trough. The animals were rotated from sec·tion 
to section at various feedings. There was no significant difference in the 
amount of feed left in the trough when the same animal was fed in the vari-
ous trough sections. 
The data for Circuit '~D" were recorded and analyzed (Table Il). The 
circuit was operated at voltage settings of 105, 110, 115, 120 and 125. 
The schedule of impulses for each. voltage setting was 5, 10, 15 and 20. 
The amount of feed, in grams, remaining in the trough after the scheduled 
number of impulses was recorded. : : ... 
Circuit ''E" (Figure 18) was developed by rep:lae:ing t.¥ 3: megQl)m gt-id 
leak ~etll,~st.or'.'_~n· ~' pat\t ,o( · t:h.e cir~uit · that eq~e,t:~d t,e: cmi:ttti>l" grid in 
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the firs-t pent.ode tube. to the sensing station in the f.eed trough,.with a 
variable r.esistor. The system was .oper,ated with th.e r.esistance setting 
at l. 75, 1.25 -and 0~ 75 megohms with 110 volts impr~ss,ed up&n the circuit. 
A second s.e.t of trials was made with the same r~sist~nce settings with 
l20 volts on the circuit. The data were recorded in T-abl.e :IV~. 
PRESENTATION OF :PATA AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Presentation of Da,ta from Circuit "D" 
The data in Table II are the average sample size, in grams, from 
three replications per animal from all four animals in the test when the 
electronic circuit was operated at five. equally spaced voltage s.ettings 
on the input to the a,m.plifier for Circuit un", Figure 17. The variation 
was from 105 through 125 volts. The variation on the. step relay ranged 
from .5 through 20 impulses in increments of 5. A sample was obtained by 
weighing the amount of feed remaining in the trough after the scheduled 
number of impulses were made on the step re lay. 
Figure 20 is a graph of :the relationship of voltage variation to 
the average sample size. 
The analysis .of variance, Table III, is based upon five equally 
spaced treatments or voltages. This analysis was made to determine the 
nature of a response curve when the volta,ge increased from 105 to 125. 
It is a statistical procedure that can be used in place pf a standard 
regr.ession analysis for determining the effect of one factor. The two 
factors considered were impulses and voltage. Each of the individual 
sums of squares for the voltage increments were tested by means of the 




SUMMARY OF DATA FROM CIRCUIT 19D" 
105 no 115 120 125 
Impul$es Volts .Volts. Volts .Volts. Volt,s 
I I 
'S 133.7 79,0 62.7 32.0 49.0 356~4 
10 106.3 62 .• 7 .54.3 51.3 35.3 · 309.9 
15 99.0 so .•. 3 40.0 24.7 30.7 ~44.7 
20 82.7 61.0 33.7 33.7 30.0 241.l 
Total 421 .• 7 253.0 190.7 141. 7 145.0 1,152.1 
y 105.6 63.25 47.7 35.4 34.2 
The above ta:.ble is. th:e av•r•ge. fe:e.d a.4111ple, in graD:t!, ftom 3 repl ica;t.iion,s, 
o.n 4 animah. 
TABLiE III 
A COMPARISON OF IMPULSES BY yO:t,TS • CIRCUIT "D" 
Mean Square 
Degre.~s. or Est ima.~e 
Source .of of Sum of of Standard Frequency 
Vatiatlon. F.reedo~ ~qua.res Deviation F:' Tes,t Lev.el. 
. ' ... I 
Tt>tal Mean 20 82,745.57 
l 66,252: 71 ·· 
Im.pulses 3 1,960,54 6.53,51 8.19 99% 
'\p 
Volts ·4 1.3,574.86 4,524.95 56.71 99% 
1st deg~ee. l 11,079.50 138.86 99% 
2nd degr~e l 2,279.96. 28~57 99% 
3rddegr.e~ l .673~22 8.44 97.5% 
4th degree., l 62~32 ~78 50% 































.. 105 1.10 ll.5 
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The ra.te .. of dece~ in the ~ht .,t.f 
f.eec'l t~lnin.g fu -~t!)ugh is nfllt · <i.ons.ta,nt 
,4$. tile vol ta,ge. wa$ : increased~ · , 
120 :l.2.5 
Figui;~. 20. The. relati.onship .of vol~ge vatia.ti~ in 
Ci.teuit ,"D0 to the ~ple ~-- - ... - .· 
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Pr-esentation Qf Dati:l fr,om Circuit "E" 
Table IV is a record of 216 readings or samples with the control cir--
cuit operating at 110 and 120 volts. The sample. of fe-e,d rema.ining in the 
ttough was taken at each c.om.bin-ation .of tesistanc:e-, impulse and volta.ge. 
The weight Qf the .s.ample was re.corded in grams. 
Tbe variable grid leak resistor in the amplifier circuit that connE;ic-
ted the sensing .s.tation in the trough with the contr.ol grid in the first 
pentode tube was varied l. 75, 1.25, and O. 75 megohms. The. step relay 
wa.s scheduled at 2, 5, and 10 impulses. The sample varianee, based upQn 
three replic~tions, was calc.ulated. Figure 2} is the relationship of 
this variance taken over the range of impulses as compared to the·varia-
tion in r,e$1$ta.nc:e. 
The data wer-e studied as a fact.orial experiment~ The design was 
4 x 3 X 3 X 2 with 3 readings or replications.· Table V is an analysis 
. ' . . 
of variance due to the four main eff~cts .!!nd due to the second. and t.hird 
order of interactions. The main effects wea:-e ,animals, re.sistance, 
impulses and voltage. 
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TABLE IV 
DATA FROM CIRCUIT "K" 
Res ht.:. Im-. At A3 ' '.1\4 'A.5 




Feed in gr.ams 
1.1s 94 74 87 S6 92 44 34 63 
89 82 84 54 8,8 51 60 Sl 
92 76. 86 64 91 .56 109 3.1 
Total 275 '23.2 .2.57. 174 .271 '. 15.l ·. 203 151 171),.4. 
86 48 76 '30 87 36. 106 .31 
2 1.2s 84 31 8.0 64 88 54 9.2 2.0 
87 .38 87 56 8~ 48 116 .42 
Tota.1 2S1 117 .?4.3· ... l.50 260 138 314 " 93 1572 
82 SB 76 53 '67 42 180' '24 
0.1s 78 47 72 38 63 3i 84 14 
8.1 62· 1S. 4.2 52 38 83 18 
Total 241 . 167 2~3 1'33 182 lU 247 .56 136,0 
Total 773 S16 723 4.57 .713 400 .. 764, 300 .4646' 
1.75 74 64 60 S8 82 72 8 l4 
82. 79 61 30 73 52 38 39 
78 44. 42 21 ·96 55 77. 18 
Total 234 '187 its.3 109 25i. 179 123 71 . I ,.l~h 
I 2·2 Ge 48. I 98 , I 64 39 34 18 
s 1.25 76 39 62 37 42 28 71 6 
7.1 32 73. 4.2 44 26 80 28 
Tota,l .211 93 .2~ 127. ·.1~5. 88 249 ,2 ' 1178 
74 31 ·92 53. ·54 '46 72 .··13 1 ' 
0~75 67 36 89 41 71 41 59 23 
42 48 86 ·.54 .52 36 ~3 7 
Total 183 ·115 267. 148 · .. 177: .123 194 43. ·1.2so 
Total 628 39S. .6~3. 384. ·!j53· · ,:390 . .566 1-66 3745 ·. 
1.75 44 42 37 43 ss 16 61 12 ,4 13 42. 12 62 27 9 28 
73 20 59 .. 14 52 12 28, 6 
Total 2u 7~ .138 6.9 .169 5.5 ·_90:. 46 . 86i . 
74. .26' 36. 4·2. · · ·32 JS 9.5 42 
10 1.25 61 8 63 16 46 21 82 16 
.42 l2 48 ,21 39 43 68 a. 
Total 183 46 147 79 1),7 . 82 ·. ~4.5 .~6 -9~ 
' tr 
... ,. : 
74 . 74 .51 32 28 63 '· 4 
0.75 43 16 23· 48 46 23 .56 9 
.38 27 38 26. 29. 32. .51 11 
Total ·1ss . .1J7 · .lu· . as.· . •. 107. 83 · .. 170 · . 124. · 853 






ANALYSIS OF VARI~CE FOR CIRCUIT "Eff 
Mean Square 
Degrees . or Estimate· 
of Sum of of Standard 
Freedom. gqu~r~s D?viation 
216 710,018 
l 567,337.5 
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Ol?ERATION OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT IN FIELD 
TEST OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
The observations on the follO,Wing pages were taken to -evaluate the 
performance, .of the control system in the. feed trou,gh under .ope.rating c.on-
ditions. A 60 inch po.rti1;,n of the trough was used for this study. Four 
Black Angus 1:1,eifers. weighing from 32,5 to 365 pounds were fed twice per 
day. They we.re kept hungry to make them .eat when .observations w.ere 
taken on the p(;}rf.Qrmanc-e -Qf the sy st~m. 
De.scripttQn .of :S:Lectrical Sys,tem .and the Trough 
~lect.ronic circuit 0 E'9, Figure 16, was used in the control system 
for these trials. Four sensing stations were located in the bottom of 
the trough as indica:ted in Figure 21. The A.W.G. #18 solid wir.e was 
used for the sensing conductor. Its length varied aa indicated in the 
record of observations. Each station was. independently connected to 
the amplifier tll,rough a switch. The impulse to the step rela,y, F:i'..gure 
.:n, was cl-early audible. Each station was ide.ntified on the f.eeder and 
on the trough. When the animal's mouth approached a stati~n, the. cor-
responding switch was closed to conne.ct that station te. the amplifier. 
Wben the animal triggered a station the second time during each trial, 
that station's circuit remained open until the next trial started. The 
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animal .often triggered .ene station several times per £.~ding bu.t .only 
two impu ls.es wer.e reee iyed by the step re lay. In this manner it was 
possible to study the oper.atien or the system in controlling a set of 








Figure. :,21. Control syst~m in a 60-inch $-eetion 
of the trough. 
The following log is a record of observations taken from March 1 
through March 8, 1964. A total of 42 .obs.ervations were made. Only 
the 1:>bservatili>ns that were significantly ,different or contributed to,-
wards new inr.orma.tio,n were recorded here. 
Obs er.;. Sensing 
yation . . Conduc-


















Animal vig.orou.sly s.eoQps f-~.d 
with mouth and licked bottom. 
of tr·ough. 
Animals ate f.eed from eenter 
Of trough first. Animals 
move. Up and down the trough 
leaving f'-eed packed at each 
end. 
Thre.e, animals were eating at 
trough. The animals. were 
.allowed to eat until all four 
;$tmsing stations were .ea,eh 
trippe.d twice. 
First trial at new feeding 
,hour. Animals cleaned up 
the f~d befor.e t~. relays 
were tripped._ · · 
Three .animals at~ without 
pushing and fighting one an-
other .. for the f~d. 
Results or ~emarks. 
All four sensing stations wer,e 
triggered. Conside.rable saiiva 
deposit. 
Sensing stations number 2 & 3 
each tripped. the relay twice. 
There was no saliva deposit · 
left in. trough bii't only two 
sensing stations weie activated 
(Figure 21). 
There was some saliva deposit 
in th.a trough. The sensing 
conductor was· shortene.d to 5/8" 
and the b-ot,tom of the trough 
ad justed to s/i3t,. . 
It appeared that the .animals 
~.re skipping ov;er the ~lee--
tr.ode in the bott.om of the 
trough. . CQnsider.able saliv:a 
in the trough. 
All four sensing .stations were 
-activated. · Saliva w~s · d.ep~sit-
,ed .in the trough •. · · 
;\nimals had .a te,ndency to eat Aniwi.ls ~ft a little. saliva 
the. feed that was readily .ae-: be.cause of licking .action. More 
c.essibl~ befo.re lick.ing bottom saliva was laft in trough when . 
. Qf trough. Licking actfa:m -animals. tripped the relay at 
catis.ed a strong impulse on e.lDtlrth station than wll@ll they 
-each ·.sensing station·. tripped the relay at only three. 



















ment · Per£ o:rmance .. of Animal Re;su lfa~ or Remarks . ..~ 
l-1/4'' 
1-1/4 11 
1 ... lJ4" 
1-1/411 
Thr..e.e .g,nimals .emptied the 
60fi trough and tr igger{'ld 3 
of the 4 .s~ns.ing static:ms. 
Animals were allowed to .. eat 
in trough until .all four 
s~nsing stations were activ ... 
ated. 
AU four animals trigg.e.r.e.d 
four r.elays. Animals in cen-
ter of trpugh l).ad a tendency 
to empty the trough f±rst. 
The.y eitheI' licked tluf bot-
tom of the trough or pushed 
the animal awaY from ·the end 
of th~ trough. where f.eed r.e- · 
maine.d. · ·· 
Four .animals were eating in 
tne: trough. They impulsed 3 
sensing stat.iorus. · 
No -ev:ideJ1ce. of saliva.. Animal 
did not lick fe.ed until trough 
was -almps.t .empty. 116 grams .of 
f.eed left in trough. 
There wer.e only 80. gr.ams. of. f.eed 
left in trough. E,qcess· saliva 
was also left in trough. 
Excce.sirive saliva. was deposited 
for .about 35n through the c.en. ... 
ter .of the trough. 
The animals left 132 gr.ams of 
fee.d in the trpugh. The.re was 





Four additional observations were taken with the conditions described 
in observation number 22. The animals readily tripped the relay twice at 
three of the four stations. The amount of feed left in tb,e trough was 
not significant. The animals cleaned up the feed before leaving a deposit 
of saliva when the bottom of: the trough was adjusted to 1-1/4 inches and 
the sensing conductor was 1-3/4 inches long. 
Feed Compaction Test 
Ration "A" - 80% cracked milo and 20% cotton seed hulls by 
weight. 
Ration "B" - 40% cracked milo and 60% cotton see.d hulls by 
weight, 
Ration ''C" - .5% animal fat and 98% ground gr.ain, no bulk. 
The hum pick up signal readily traveled through all three rations 
when the feed was packed down by hand. Immediately upon loosening the 
material, the signal was blo.cked until the animal made contact with the 
sensing conductor in the. feed trough. The animals packed ration "A" 
while eating in the small compartment. l'hey did not pack this ration in 
t,he 60-:inch trough~ Ration uc" was. extra dense because of the high grain 
and animal fat con.tent. It did not p~rforlil well in the trough. The feed 
dispenser should agitate the ration and drop it. loosely a short distance 
into the trough. Pelleted feed and complete rations will probably per-
form best in this system. The compaction rate went up considerably when 
moisture was added to the feed. The touch control signal was altered 
by a small percent of moisture in the feed. When the moisture content 
of the ration was below 18% there appeared to be n.o eff.ect in the hum 
signal as. long as the fe.ed remained loose. The investigation 'indicated 
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that a cattle activated ele.ctronic eirt!uit can be developed to control a 
system of relays. for operating .a fee.d dbrpenser motQr. 
A Study o.f Saliva .. BuOd-up 
The amount o.f sali.v.a 1;1n the. feed increased .ia;s ~he schedu.led numb~i:t 
of impulses: in¢r'ea$ted... It was causre<l by too much licking by the animal 
.in. the trough. Rat4n "A'' was used for this obs.ervation. It was compo..$.ed 
tsf 80% cr~cked miln and 20% cotton seed hulls by weight. In t.he sack 
.s.\!l,lllple w~s taken. aft~r· the scheduled number· pf impulses: Qn the step re:lay 
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Trough Siz~ Study 
Thia $tudy began during the i.n,v~-tigatio.,n. of signal soureea ,and 
-ended du:ting the obs~rvatiQn.s of the sys,teill.. 
Objective: De.sign tr_ough to accommodate the se_nsing cQnductpr for the 
,e.l~c.tronic contr.oller. · 
D~s.ign trough to conserve feed and incite- .animal to consum.e 
desired amounts ef f.eed. Little feed should be: expOS-ed to 
the__ air~ 
Figure. 22. 
4" ttollgh too wide - animal L-ate fe.ed out 
of middle - made; en,nta,ct with sensing con-
duettir too- E3:oon. To.o much feed .expo$ed. 
2" t:r;o1;1gh - still tQo w,ide for the. 300 to 
3,50 pound -animal. An 800 pound ani111al ·. 
might' ne.~d this .size. - nr;>t 'teated, 
1-5/812 trough - worked bast for the 450 
pound animals.· if tr,ough is toP sme.11 
animal licks too much with tt)ngue .and 
·er~ates·saliva deposit. The most desir-
abl,e decsign requires the animal to use its 
tong1;1,e when tl).e fe.ed is near the bottom of 
the, trough. 
1-1/419 ~rough - rig.ht size. for- the £our 
animals weighing from 300 to 350 pounds-
.e~ch. Sensing conductor plaeed in e.enter 
~f 1:'rough 1~1/2" in length.· · 
l" tt:.ougb. -- worked w-ell •n fou,r .aniina~s. 
Saliva built up ,Often l;>efore cont:toller 
tripp-e,d .t~ r.elay 5 times. 
5/8" trougJI, "" too n.a~row" · Objection.able. 
s.aliva WB:S .always depI>Sited in. tbe trough. 
No faverable results ••••• . . . .. . . 
CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF DATA AND R8SULTS 
Data in Table II 
This part e>f the exp~riment was planned to determine the n.ature -of 
a response when the v.oltage im.pr~s;sed up0,n the circuit ~nd the required 
impulses increased iner-ements .of five from 105 through 125 volt.s and 
from S thrl:)ugh 20 impulses, respectively. The analysis Qf \'arianee 
due to the. interaction vp:t.ts ~Y impulses was made to estimate the .signi-. 
ficanee 1>f the voltage variation on the performance of. the contr.ol 
syste,. See 'table Ill. The variation due tp. volta~e w~s highly signi ... 
fieant and apprt>Ximately seven ti~s: gt~ater than the yariatipn -due to 
'.. ,, .. ' ' 
the impulses. The anal.ys~s of variance furth~r ind.ieated tl:l.a.t the .ef:fect 
;-~-
of vo~tage ... ellailg~ d.~i'.eas.ed as the voltage d~er.ea.$ed from 105 to 1.25 
v,olts. The .variati.ons from lOS to 110 and ll(J tQ 115 were significant 
above the 99% lev~l. The change from 115 to 120 volts was .significant . 
.aot the 95% level. The change from 120 to 1.25 volts waanot significant 
at thee so% level. 
The graph, Figure 20, shGws the. v,oltage va~iation. on the X .axis 
in the trough,. in. gr.,q111S, on .. tb.e Y ui.:a .• It is ~i:>ther s:tudy t>f the .. , : .·, 
variation due to yoltag7. Tb.e t'~l.ationship is non .... line,;:1.r. 
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T~ -Analysis indiea.ted that the. v~4tien due,. t-i;) Y.D.ltag~.-~s. t~ 
•• : • '. • ·. '. •' . ., .. . '· • !' ·.~ ' :, ••• : 
gr:ut f-or proper or 4.ccurate ~rf:0J:111ane:& ~£ the. control eir,¢uit. 'J;'he. . . . ,· ., : . ._, ~- . . ·. ' . '. . . .· . ' ·.. . . -~ . . . . . ,• .... 
amplifi¢,r unlt. ~~d to be -eapable ,~ utilizing the. s.igna.,l within a 
' • ' ' • ' ' • • • '•' • > ~ •I • 1' • •' ' 
range .of v.ari.:ous vi>ltag~a wttho.ut -aff~ting t.~ s~pJ.e. ·size.. A variable. 
. ' . , . : '' '• ' '. . ... · . . : 
~sist-Q~ ~s pl,..aced in t~ circuit t-& ground_ t~t. ¢'-~~ted t~. ,s~ns-ing 
• •' 0 0 • • •,,. • 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 • < ~' 0 '•• ' ,• ••' 0 0 H ,• • 0 0 • 0 0 ,• ' < : ' 0 
sta.tion to, t~ .contt'.ol grid in t~ fir$t pentQ4-e. tub~ in tl$ .amplifie.r .. .. . '. . •' . . ·' .. : . . .· 
uni~. .~· Cireuit ''E" in Figure_ 18. 
The in-veatigati.on started with not.h.$.ng known about the \1Ali-dity .&f 
' .. •. ' . '. ,•, 
. this me,th_Qd tor ta.a.ting the pe!;':f-ormaa-ee of the . .$-ign&l. Unk:n.own 4Ild un-. 
.. . . . . .. .· . -, .. . : ,: . . : . ·. . •' '· ·. ... . . ~.. .: . - ' . .. .. : . 
. the fe~ ,and ty~ -of ,animal ~·te. possible. sour.c~. ,,£ variation.. Tb. 
. .. .. . . . _;, . ·.. . ' : . . . ... - . . . . ' ( ., . ., .. ~ 
e;rror tel'DIS: in the, analy.s.is of v.az;'i.a .. ee, Table V; includes all .of tJl,e$e . .,· . - ,'. ., . . .:. ·. ; . ..•. •' . . . :.. . ... . . .,: . 
unlqi~ vf:t iab le.a~ 
The, ~r~is was ma4~ ftJ;>m 216 :S4mpl-es of f~4. with the e.ont~ol 
syst~m op~ra:ti11,g at Y4ryillg .adju .. stment.$, as indi-eated in t~. p.:tE}~n,_tat.i~ 
' • . ; . ! . ' .- ' ' . • . •' ' • ' ; •' I • • ,;·. . ~ .- . ' . . •-' . ' - . 
The- variation d~~ to the· ma.in ~££,act .o,f tJ:i,e .an~1 .·W$. sign:i.f leant 
• • • • • • ' ~ .' • , ,Y • ' •. ., • 
,at the. 70% lev~l~ Therefore, the varia:tion in t~e ~pl-e si~ d~ to 
. . ' . - . ' . . . . ' .. . - . ·. - ~ ·' :, .- ,· . . . . . . . . .. 
the animal could lulye been. caufJ,ed by ehanee ,and not ~·cause of the 
... •.. . .... , ... '•.,· ·, . '·'· / •'-·. ' -•" - . ' . . . . .. )• . '.· ·, ... ·· . . .... . 
..animal. Th~ tl'.oµgh w,a.s adjusted t:()- llC~p1.m1111da~ the ,ani.mala and there 
• .;-··. ··' . --'. •· .. -· . • ·" -·i • :-.J···.... ... . .! . . . ..· ·'· • 
ShQU:J,d n•t hav.e be~n a variati.on due. ttJ. the ..animals.. The v-aria,tit;>n . 
• • • ' • ' •• ,,< -~ •• •. • l• •.. '. ··,.. • .... 
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si.g'!li~ie,ant .at tb.e. 9,% lev:ei.,, Th~ two mai~ -eff-~ets .could .oav~ eans~~. ~ 
variati()n in t~. a~p~~ siz~. 
The _r~Ut,t~1p_ .0,f itnpuls~ to. the ~tan~rd dev_iati:on ;of t~ s.ampl~ 
$.1~~- 1.$ ilJust.r,.at.e4 in F!gute l·3.. When t.~ eireuit. -waa sch~du.l~d tor 
·. , • ,·, .. · · :~ · • · · · · · r • ~ • · • • · • • · · ~ l · ,, -·:'.",, · · 
t:wo. im.pul..se$, the .sample size v.ii.tJ.ed the least" The relativ~ly l,a;1;ge 
. . .• . . ~ . . .•. . . . ' .. ' . . . .. ' , . . : .\ ' . . '. . ,,• ., . --~ ' '' 
v~riatiQns in t~. $$11~1:e stze. frpm ~l .and A5 a~eount,d. for ,the-: large .~ .. 
square -Qr the eitimate .t')f th~ $.tandar4. d~v.iation f.or tb.e_-eff-ect <iue t.o the, 
. '' . . ' -··· '·, .. . ' .. , ·•.,- . . ,. ' .' ' .. 
impul~.. As t~. numb.e.r -~£ impulses ine:rea.se.d, the perf.ormanee,, .of t~ eir-•·· '. ' '. . ,, . . ~- · . ., . . . . ' ' . . '' 
euit be.e.aine mo.te, erratic... In the labora.t.ory, the . am.plifiE3t functione.d 
, •. '. .. . ·: ... '," .... . ' .. . . ·. 
Tb.e. .4mi,:1 if i-er .s~u ld .-.perat~ in 
.> : • • . ~ . 
the eon~rettb:euit with -e-it~t. 110 t>t- 1~0 ~tol~ impr~ss~d UMn .the. pen-:_ 
t-od_e tube .Plata $1.d _tjl.e '.Bit tia.tminal -P.n the. plate. t-el,ay. Du.ring the trials. 
. • • . ' • .1 .-'' - • ,, .... :~' . . . . . • . .. '. ' • _. . ' • ; • . • ., ....... . .. ,,._ • .. • 
t.h$ v()lta.g~ ~ IIU,lin,.tain~d at eiUi~ llO M>r l20 with -a batt~ry -~lhiltna~r, 
• : ' • ; . . . . . :_. .• ' • • • . . : ' .• .... • \'· ~ •' :., • ,;... ,l • . • • • :. ·. • • ~ . ., • • • . . ' .. - . ,·. .. . ,, ., .• ·. •• ' . . • .. 
-0-p~:a,t il!)US • 
. ,·:·f, .. · ......... .• ··..r ! 
TM "W,tria.n~ due to.• the r~sist.ane.e was ffignif leant .at the 76% J,.¢vel • 
. ,. •. • ,,. ,· • . : . .. :..· • . • • , ..•. \: .• • ·"· ·. ·.- . : : ,;, "'.""" .•. -~- ; . ... .. ': :. ,<'. .. : . .• . ,. ' • • . '. I" .. . • .. 
Row~v~.r, t~ tnt~r4ction -t?£ .~imal by .r~s.i:s~ t'-EW·®l-ed.. that tb.e :~.ffee.t 
:.··:· .... • ••. , ' . . • .). , ... ,.·· .· ::. ~- ;,, , ~'-•' •·. . . . •. _. \" ' : . • . ·.. • . :·- •• t,. .. ..... ... • . . • .. .. ..... ~ ·:. ... . . . • . ·. .. .•• 
was signif~eant ~t t'1~- 9'% .le.v-e-1. lt i11di~ted that. un~t' th•e e&ndi.;..._ 
• • •. , • • • ,· ., • • • . ...... · ,, • •• •• •• , • • . • ' .• , •• ~ . • ' • <. • • •, 
tian.s. the. ~stanc.e- should .hav..e. varied with tll& size of the, animal. The ... ···._ ".· .. :.· .. ,.·. ·:-, ·. ..·· ·:· ·.:·. . .' .. ' ··· .. · :· :' ·. . .. ,:'".:,; ·. ·. . .. . ·" ··. . ., ·•. . . 
· data in T-ab.Je lV: s~. t~t t~- $antpl,e v.at!an~. wa.$- le.$$- .at o. 7-5_ me-~~llm . 
• '1' • • • ' • , • I.'" • .', :'··' I• - ,.· • .'' • • .I• •• ' 
i;~r. A$ (42$ :i;)®n~r tMn a,,t l. 75 m.eg~:lm!,s~ Tb.e:> ,$amp~, ft:~ ~1. (32_5_ pounds)· . 
.and A4 (360 l);ounda) .ap~:t,e.d. to bav.,a l~.SS:/~;,~,ian~-Ef at: i:~_2:5 :11\eg~~s. : 'J?b.e_ 
,fUtmp~J. fr'Qln th¢._ 345 poun,d animal: (A3) indieat~.a- .t".E\~tive,ly nat't-~ y.ar,-
, . . . ·. . . ' . . .. . . . ,. .. ,. . . _,, . . ·., ....... ~ . . -·. .. 
iation •t l,. 75 ~~ Q.~75 J:De;~Qbm._s f«>r tw.~ impal$~s.. Tll.ei _l~~r :animal . 



























' ' ' ' 
;i.2.5 o •. 1s 
A;; 
425 lbs~ 
Figu~ ·23 ~-. !~::rt:!~°: i~t.:rnmJ!:- :~::&l~d 
impul~a, . ~n the. $.tep reJay. . . . . 
. . . .. .. . . . ~ ·- .· . . . . .. : : ,· 
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The .. LQWet r:esi$1;.4nce S·etting -aUpw:e.d more -0:f the ,signal to go to groqnd 
be,fore it reached the e.ontr~l gri~ in the pfmtode, tube. S~ Figure 18. 
The variation in the following intera,ctfons could have been dae to 
chance because it was significant at the 70% lev.e-1:, 
Animal by impulse 
Impulse by voltage 
Resistance by voltage. 
The variance due to the interaction of animal by voltage was signifi-
cant at the 9.5% level and :resistance by voltage at tb.e 90% lev-el. There-
r.Q:re, part .. of the .variation iu the sample size .could have been .cat1sed by 
the.Se two interacticms. 
The varia,tio.n due. to the raa.db1gs or the replications was signi:H-
4ant below the. 70%. level. . This ·evidence showed that the contr()l. sy.st:em 
w9u1a~ operate on any day at any time beeaus.e the. readings_were randomly 
taken morning, ne>on and night under varying climatic conditions. 
Diseus:sinn .of Results from Stu~y o.f Adiditional Varlables 
The trough used in this in:vestigation is pictured in Figures l and 
2. Its shape .an-d .adjus.table features we,r.e selected after a studf nf 
existing equipment. Tbe trough must be designed tll foree tlle animal. to 
use it$ tongue t.o get the fee¢! th.at is near the bottom. When the trough 
was set tOC>c narrow at t:he bottom, ohjeeti0,nable saliv.a lolas deJ?.osited in 
tb.e trough_ because l!Jf the licking action .of the animal. Wh-en the .anim~l. 
reached. the hottom .of th!'¢ trough with its: mouth, a weak signal Wa.$ often 
. ' . . ".--- .. . .· .,- '.. . .· .. 
. t.eeeived by tl:l.e amplifier. The sy.stem o~rated best when the animal was 
forced to make- cont{tet with the sensing eonduc~or through its tongue. 
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S.ee F:igu:r;.~ 22. 
The results .J>f t.h:i:.s study indiea.ted tb.a.t t:tJ.e sensing .epndu.ct,r ean 
' .. ·' .·. . . . ' ·. ' . 
act ·a&· an ,a;ntan'l'la f•r. picking up t.~ hum signal. When tb.e .aniJDal 's. bo9-y 
• > • ,"• • <· ., . ... • ·. .• .• . • .. 
was the _.on.;y ,.4cto:t in controlling the,. in~com.i~ .si~na~,, the _~mpl~ieJ: 
perfo~.d ,a,atis.faet.o:r:Uy without t~ ·vari.aJ;ile resist.$,r. The ei:t""e.uit wl;Ul 
' • •, ,,· ' • •,. ',, ' I'·, ' ,··, .• :, ,0 I,; ' '/ .I • , '• 
isola,t~d t~ p,:ev~nt tbe. spu:d'?us .signals as muc.h as ,PC;)St-11>1~. If -eom.P,~te 
isolation_ of all, ~i~cuits c~n_ be :4cc®1pli~®d,, it is pps,,:ible ·t~t ~n 
operating •plifier will not need the variable- resifitor ,as pictured in ' 
' . . .. ' ., . 
Cl:rcuit "E". It j.a .highly poss.ible t~t bistable f.errQlll.Qgn-e-ti-c ei>r~ 
. ·.: ., . . . . .. . ,•, . . . - ·. .. 
-c~uld be design~d to. t'eplace t~ step relay.. Ferremagneti~ .ei>res are 
. . . ' . . ' . -. . . .. - . ., ' . . 
~ily magp.et~d a;nd ,ean ~tor~. bin.~ty infort,nation. The.? a~e small, 
rugged .and' they· ar~ reliable. 
The feed compaction study· indicated that the feed dUpenser .should 
. ' . ,·,. .. . . . . ' .. ' '· . 
agitat:e the- ration as . it. falls inte, t~ _ tr.ough .•... The study further indi-
-cated that ~ .P~lleted r.atiQn Wt;>uld bav.e -eon-J:ribut~d toward a sati$£4eto:ry . . . . . . . . . . . ·.· ... · .. ·. ·' .. . 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
An exploratory investigation was made to determing the possibility for 
improving the proces.s of feeding live.stock through the application .of .elec-
tronic circtJitry. In developing this investigation it was necessary to study: 
1. Existing systems 
2. Eating patterns of animals 
3. Types and strength .of signals the animal was capable of 
controlling, initiating or conducting 
4. Feed tro1:1gh design. 
Three types of signals that could be contrQlled qr condqeted by the 
animal were tested: 
I. Mouth to neck resistance of the animal in a closed circuit that 
would be dete,cted by a th~ratron vac;:umm tube. 
2. Capacitiv.e .effect of the animal to be detected through a sensing 
c.onductor in the feed trough by a touch control circuit. 
3. The 60 cycle per second signal from thet,electromagnetic field 
from the electric power lines. The signal was controlled by the animal 
when it made contact with a sensing conductor in the bottpm of the feed 
trough. The signal was amplified until it was capable of impulsing a 
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plate relay in tl>.e electronic circuit, Figure 18.. The plate telay wa..s 
capable of controlling other relays as needed to control the flow .of 
feed into the trough. 
Fout' animals varying in weight from 325 t.o 425 pounds weJ:e ~~ed in 
testing an operating circuit designed to utilize the 60 cyc1e hum signal. 
The- circuit in the control system was operated at 110 and 120 volts; o. 75, 
1.25, and L 75 megohms of resis.tance in. the first grid leak resistor 
(Figure 18) and 2, 5, and 10 impulses were :Scheduled Qn the st.e.p t'-elay. 
The effects .of the variation due _to the animals, v.olta,ge, impulse sched-
ule, and r~sistance adjustment were analyzed. A factorial design was 
used for this. analysis. It was i:ndicate.d that the .. variation due to 
impulse and voltage was significant at the 99% level. Tll,ree first order 
inter,;tctions were also highly significant. They were animal by resist-
ance, animal by v.oltage, 1:1,nd resistance by v,0ltage. 
Other v~riables in the studies.were: 
1. Size and shape of the feed trough~ 
2.. Size and length of the sensing e1>nductpr. 
3. Compaction .. pf the feed. 
After the cireui t was test~d f'?r reliability and f(i)r consistency of <;1.ction, 
it was tested under f~e-ding congitions. A 60 inch portion of tha trough 
.l:'!.nd f.our heifers, w~re used fQI' these trials. 
Cone lus i~ns. 
The following e.on:eluslons were 9r:a:wn frem the experiment. 
1. The ex_plorat0,ry. invest_igation of three b~sie signals indicated 
that the 60 eycle per s~colld el~et:roma.gnetic field signal from the- eJectric 
,. : 
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fOwt;1tt}ine.!peri;Ortt1.ed with.therlei,.st, variation in sample size-. 
2. Circuit "E" (Figure 18) conducted and adequatel,Y am:plified the-
signal to impulse a plate relay for a seri~s of 216 ttial.s during the 
experimental phase of this work. 
3. The size and shape of the trough were signific.ant •. The trough 
design must requite the animal to use its tongue in getting the feed on 
. . . . . ,' ,· ' 
the bottom .of the trough. The tests. indicated that tne trough (Figure 2) 
gav~ best results when the 1:>ottom width was adjusted to 1-1/4 inc.hes f.pr 
the 32.5. to 360 lb. animals. The 42.5 lb. animal required a 1-1/2 inch. 
adjustID.enL 
4. The bo~tom p.f the trough should be adjusted to fit the animal. 
.5.. The l~ngth and siz.e of the s~nsi~ conductor were .significant. 
The trials indicat~d that a l..,.-3/4 in~.h length of #18 A.W.G. wir;e was ,a 
desirabl~ size. A larger size of wite b!ilC.ame an effective ..antenna and 
picked up spurious signals. 
6. The S!2lnsing .stations .and the ele,ctr~nic circuit should be CPDl-
pletely isl)lated. 
7. The num~r of s.ensing .s.:t;:.atiQns. ia the trough we.re signifi(!a.nt. 
The a.'(l.a.lysis of variance shows that. the v~riation due to the impul~ ls 
highly significant~. It wa$ concluded that this evide.nee. shows a teal 
di:ffer:Einee among the. :treatment means fo-t t.he Vcarious impulse settings. 
Four sensing stations were used in the 60,...inch portion of the trough to 
. '.·· , . . . ·' . . . . . .. 
f-eed four .animals. 
a. The feed1ng -equi_pment should be. a.:ctiyated .a£tet two impuls'?s. on 
the. step relay. 
9. The size of the animal had an .effect. upon the str.ength of the 
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S'igna1 ·t~t~w$ •p·ick·~a up .. by:_ t~ ainplifi$r,. 
10. The. Uirg~r .animal t:equired a t,e<tu-eti~n in the resist.anee, on 
the grid_ leak r.eid.st~r- in the .amplifier (!,ircuit that ct>nneeted the se.ns-
ing station. to tlle contr::01 grid. Unli~r these c.onditi.ona.. the eont:tol 
• • J 
sys.tem functioned with. the_ least var1a:tion in the .sample. s.ize when the 
re$.istanee was ~et .at o. 7.5 megl'.>hms far .the laX'ge animal and l. 75 mego~ 
fi>t the _.small anim.a~. 
11. A circu:it. ea.)1 be, dev,el-qped to utilize. the. signal from .a wide 
:e~ng~ .of animal .siz(}S .and eliminate tbe yariable. r-es,is~r. 
J,2. T.~. ilna.lY.Sis Qf v.ar;i.anc~ ind~cated t:hEit und~r th.e,!e c.on<iitions 
the voltage s~(>uld b~ -eontroped and kept .eon$tant. 
13... T_he physieal c-ondit ion .&f th& f~d W<!lS. significant. A compacted . . . . . ·. . ·. . . . . .. ' . ·-· . ,, .. - . .' . . ·., 
f~d ,had .. .a t-en~~ney t.o- condo.ct the si.gnal. The ratf.on .must fall lo-o.s.ely 
into the trough •. 
14. MQistui'e in the ~tm0aphe1:e- di,d not apl)ear to affect the pe~fo-rm-
a.nee of Ci:i;-euit ·tvE"~ 
l,5. l?er:f o:rinane,e. of the, cir,cuit w,as alt-.er~d w,b.e,n . the m0:is.ture content 
·. . ~ . 
of th~ f~-d ex:e~ded 18% bas.ed uppn dry matter. 
·.> . 
16. A cattle .a¢tb,ate,d ele.etron.ic .eireait ean suce~13.s.fully e;ontrol .a 
~ . . . . .. . . -. ' ... 
Sugge.sttons. for Furt~r Study 
Addition.al s~udy is sugge.$ted to determine 
. I .• • , .·, • •. ~ 
1. 'l'be. maximum numb~r .of sensing stati&ns that ea.n c.~nt:t'ol 
one system l!>f relays • . · . . . . ~- . 
2. The maxi~m, s~cing betw~ se.Il.Sing stati~ns in the trough. 
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3. The d~aira.bla material, ,s.ize .. and &hape £.or tbe s~nsing 
' . . .,.,, ' " .. . . -
.conductor. 
4. The meth~ and materials required tn isc,.J,ate the aena,-
ing station. and th-e ,electronic .circuit. 
Devalop design_ ~nations for a system of relay$ to control the signal 
from a vary.i~ nulll.bet' Qf $ensing stations. 
~sign ,a eircuit using fe:r;r.oma,gn-e.t~c e.1::>re:$ and oth~r 1;1emi-conductors 
for controlling the s1gnal frott1. the -animal. 
Inv~tigate t~ ben,etits of multiple f~edings with a cattle activated 
• ' • ; ' • • •' • ' • ' .- ~ • I 
con.troll~r on the feed dlspe~r. 
.. . . ,, . ·, 
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